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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Biomechanics studies can help improve athletic performance. However, the biomechanics of knee joint
ligament length changes and moment arms over six degrees of freedom (DOF) have yet to be established.
OBJECTIVE: To construct a knee model to investigate the length and moment arm changes of the anterior cruciate ligament
(ACL), posterior cruciate ligament (PCL), medial collateral ligament (MCL), and lateral collateral ligament (LCL).
METHOD: Six DOF joint modeling and analysis were performed using specialized modeling software.
RESULTS: The length of all ligaments varied with tibiofemoral flexion angle, contributed to joint motion, and restrained the
joint in different positions. The ACL, MCL, and LCL lengths decreased, the PCL increased, the posterior tibial translation
increased, the MCL moment arm increased, and the LCL moment arm decreased between 0◦ and 90◦ . The primary ligament
restraints were the PCL (0◦ to 30◦ ), MCL (30◦ to 60◦ ), and PCL (60◦ to 90◦ ).
CONCLUSION: The restraining function of each ligament during motion can be modeled based on changes in ligament
lengths during tibial translations and rotations during flexion. Understanding the correlations between ligament lengths and
moment arm changes over a wide range of motion will help improve our understanding of joint kinematics and may be useful
for the diagnosis and treatment of sports injury.
Keywords: Biomechanics, anterior cruciate ligament, posterior cruciate ligament, medial collateral ligament, lateral collateral
ligament

1. Introduction
The knee ligaments provide primary stability to the joint. The medial (MCL) and lateral collateral
ligaments (LCL) are the primary knee stabilizers during valgus [1,2] and varus stresses [3], respectively,
while the anterior (ACL) and posterior cruciate ligaments (PCL) are the primary stabilizers during anterior and posterior tibial translation, respectively [4,5]. Injury to the MCL may be associated with ACL
injury, and injury to the LCL may be associated with PCL injury [6].
Several studies have evaluated the relative contributions of the knee ligaments to movement and function. These have included the contributions of the ACL and PCL to knee joint mobility [7,8], kinematic
experiments on knee joints with ACL and MCL deficiencies [1,9,10], patterns of change of MCL and
LCL length after total knee replacement [11], and changes in knee joint ligaments [12] and moment
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arms [13,14]. However, these empirical and theoretical studies have failed to determine the associations
between the changes in knee ligament lengths and moment arms in all six degrees of freedom (DOF) of
the knee joint. Understanding these interaction over all six DOF of knee joint kinematics would be useful
for understanding mechanisms of sport injuries and developing diagnostic and treatment techniques for
knee injuries.
Joint kinematics may be examined using different techniques. For instance, computer modeling of the
knee joint and surrounding tissues has been useful [15]. Finite element analysis may help describe the
stress-strain characteristics of the knee joint and surrounding tissues, but is unsuitable for assessing high
DOF motion associated with ligament length changes and moment arms due to the high computational
and time costs [16–19]. Multibody dynamics software studies may be used to simulate the effect of
ligament deficiencies on the knee and provide faster joint analyses over wide ranges of motion [20].
However, any modeling solution should accurately represent the ligament and muscle lines of action and
moment arms to realistically simulate joints, and inaccurate information about the soft tissue lines of
action and moment arms may preclude complete kinematic joint simulation [21–24].
The purpose of this study was to model an intact knee joint over six DOF using recently developed
software [25]. Changes in knee ligament lengths and moment arms were observed over six DOF of knee
joint motion to evaluate the variations in these parameters.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Knee joint model construction
The knee model was constructed using specialized joint modeling software (Musculoskeletal Joint
Modeler; [25]). Briefly, this software was developed to investigate diarthrodial joints taking anatomic
surface geometries into account to accurately model real anatomy. The surfaces are then interactively
attached to tissue, tendons, and ligaments, and joint contact is described by automatically incorporating
cartilage during analysis.
Here, anatomically accurate tibia and femur data were obtained by 3-dimensional (3D) laser-scanning
(ZScannerTM 800 Z Corporation, Rock Hill, South Carolina, USA) of plastic sawbones (Skeleton Bert,
Erler Zimmer, Lauf, Germany) and charting the surfaces in point clouds (where each point has its own
coordinate). The origin and insertion points were selected via the computer screen (Geomagic, Geomagic Solutions, Morrisville, NC) [26] before being converted into 3D solid surfaces for import into the
joint modeling software. Bones were described in terms of point clouds where each point has its own
coordinate. The tibia and femur were modeled as rigid bodies. The ligaments (ACL, PCL, MCL, and
LCL) were modeled as 3D linear elastic spring elements (spring-stiffness properties [k] for ACL and
PCL, 100 N/mm; MCL and LCL, 65 N/mm [20]), and articular cartilage was modeled as a single layer
viscoelastic material between the tibia and femur (stiffness, 40 N/mm; damping, 400 Ns/mm [20]). A
Cartesian coordinate system was established (translation: +x, anterior; −x, posterior; +y, lateral; −y,
medial; +z, superior; −z, inferior), and polar coordinates were defined (rotation: +α, varus [adduction]; −α, valgus [abduction]; +β , flexion; −β , extension; +γ , internal rotation; –γ , external rotation)
(Fig. 1). The six DOF kinematics included anterior-posterior, lateral-medial, and superior-inferior translations and varus-valgus, flexion-extension, and internal-external rotations.
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Fig. 1. Tibia and femur models with knee joint flexion angles from 0◦ to 150◦ ; local coordinate systems with the references
oi xyz for tibia and oj xyz for femur and global coordinate system with the reference OXYZ.

2.2. Equations of motion
The center of mass was calculated for each bone based on the surface geometry using a mathematical
algorithm as previously described [27]. Calculation of the six DOF joint kinematics of the tibia and
femur was performed by calculating the displacement of each ligament represented by a spring attached
to the tibia and femur. The displacement of each ligament was described based on the translations,
rotations, and position vectors of the attachment points. The displacement equation for each ligament
was expressed as:
dt = xt + θt × rpt

(1)

df = xf + θf × rpf

(2)

where pt and pf were the ligament attachment points on the tibia and femur; dt and df were the local displacements of the ligament attachment points; rpt and rpf were the position vectors of these attachment
points; and xt , xf , θt , and θf were the translations and rotations of the attached ligament.
Equations were assembled by considering the tibia and femur connected by spring kp with the bodies
rigid and all inertial properties assumed to be known. The motion of a linear spring element can be
described by Hooke’s law:
F = kx,

(3)

where F is the ligament force, k is the spring stiffness, and x is the displacement. The changes in the
ligament length (scalar value of the displacement) were obtained in six DOF according to the displacement values of each ligament, where displacement is proportional to force to calculate the restraining
functions of the ligaments.
The dynamic motion of a rigid body can be described by the translational and rotational motions of its
center of mass; in this case, the center of mass of the tibia was oi (Fig. 1), its translational motion was
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Fig. 2. Minimum surface point algorithm applied to the
tibia and femur to draw ligament line of actions between
the origin point pt and the insertion point pf .

Fig. 3. Collision detection algorithm runs by applying the
velocity Vt to the tibia. The spring-dashpot element was
placed between the approaching surface points of tibia (pt )
and femur (pf ) to represent articular cartilage.

xt , and its rotational motion was θt . Similarly, the translational motion of the femur was described by xf
and the rotational motion as θf . In order to describe the spring force acting on each body, the location of
the force due to the spring kp was described using two position vectors rpt and rpf measured relative to
local axes frames oi xi yi zi and oj xj yj zj , respectively. Since the tibia and femur are connected by spring
kp , the displacements of the spring end points are described in the axis frame of each body. The absolute
displacement pt is measured relative to the local axes oi xi yi zi of the tibia as dt . The same description is
valid for pf , which is measured relative to the local axes oj xj yj zj of the femur as df .
In this way, tibia and femur displacement based on ligament displacement generated six DOF joint
kinematics without requiring consideration of kinematic joint constraints. The constructed Newton-Euler
linear dynamic motion equations were represented in a global coordinate system as:
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where m was mass, J was the moment of inertia, R was the matrix form of the position vector r, kp was
the spring stiffness, x was translation, θ was rotation, F was the force vector acting along the line of
action, and M was the moment vector. The transposed R matrix was denoted as RT .
2.3. Line of action and moment arm calculations
Estimates of lines of action and moment arms are important for accurate joint moment calculations.
To generate ligament lines of action, we used a minimum surface point algorithm based on heuristic and
surface geometry and points distributed along the bone surfaces as previously described [28]. To generate
the line of action of a ligament, the origin point pt and the insertion point pf were selected interactively
by the investigator (Fig. 2). The origin point pt was selected, and a local cylindrical coordinate system
was defined by the orthogonal vectors u, v, and w. The insertion point pf was selected, and a straight
line l was drawn between the origin and insertion points. The tibia and femur were then sliced into
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equal segments along vector l with 10◦ between each segment and the total number of surface points
calculated for each segment; the segment containing the fewest number of surface points was selected
for drawing the ligament line of action. Projection points were used to count the total number of points
in each segment, and a projection angle was used to determine where a point belonged: point p was
selected on the femur, and its projections on the u and w planes were determined as pu and pw (Fig. 2).
The point p projection angle αi was determined. The following equations were used to determine the
projections and projection angles:
pu = (pt − pf ) · u

(6)

pw = (pt − pf ) · w

(7)

pw
(8)
pu
After drawing the ligament line of action, a convex hull algorithm was used to wrap the line around the
bone surfaces between the attachment points.
Using the line of action and moment arm algorithms, the changes in ligament lengths and moment
arms were measured. Firstly, the center of rotation rcor at each knee joint flexion angle (0◦ , 30◦, 60◦ ,
90◦ , 120◦ , 150◦) was determined. The length of a ligament was defined by f a , which changed with
respect to tibial angular rotation w. The distance between the ligament line of action and the line parallel
to tibial angular rotation w and passing through rcor is casually known as the moment arm [25]. The
moment arm of each ligament was defined by the relationship between the change in ligament length
and tibial angular rotation:
αi = tan−1

moment arm =

fa
|w|

(9)

2.4. Collision detection and response evaluation
Collision detection and response calculations were performed as described previously [29]; briefly, a
velocity V t of the tibia toward the femur was applied and colliding point pairs on the tibial and femur
surfaces recorded with the remaining surface points eliminated. Point ptc on the tibia and point pf c on
the femur were potentially colliding point pairs observed by collision detection (Fig. 3). The collision
detection algorithm determined whether these points were in the range of the collision trajectory by
deriving constraint equations such as the shortest distance equation. The distance dtf was the shortest
distance between eligible colliding points ptc and pf c (Fig. 3). After finding eligible points, the collision
response algorithm was applied with spring-dashpot elements attached to represent the articular cartilage
between the eligible point pairs along length ltf .
All algorithms were implemented in Visual Basic (Microsoft, Redmond, WA) [15,25]; Visual Studio
Online, 2013) and bone files were imported into the program in Virtual Reality Modeling Language file
format.
3. Results
3.1. Ligament length
First, displacements of the ACL, PCL, MCL, and LCL were obtained using Eqs (1) and (2) to obtain
the displacement of spring elements representing the displacement of ligaments. The ACL, PCL, MCL,
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Table 1
Changes in knee ligament length and kinematic parameters of the intact kneea
Parameter
Ligament length (mm)
ACL
PCL
LCL
MCL
Tibial translation (mm)
Anterior-posterior
Lateral-medial
Superior-inferior
Rotation (◦ )
Flexion-extension
Varus-valgus
Internal-external
Moment arm (mm)
ACL
PCL
LCL
MCL

Tibiofemoral flexion angle (◦ )
60
90

0

30

120

150

39.05
32.41
36.02
71.30

31.24
33.59
35.41
71.47

26.06
35.75
31.44
73.78

24.82
36.95
31.78
66.21

33.53
36.01
35.58
79.92

38.57
34.11
31.54
68.43

−7.27
−1.19
0.51

−19.41
−3.63
6.48

−21.89
−2.33
8.04

−24.9
−8.67
15.11

−33.22
−5.92
16.57

−30.8
0.08
18.78

0
0
0

30
−2.63
4.2

60
−4.39
10.85

90
−7.15
7.44

120
−8.18
13.97

150
−3.51
7.05

7.94
1.14
38.2
43.1

2.64
6.93
32.6
47.5

2.09
2.49
32.9
47

6.55
12.92
23.1
57.4

6.7
14.45
22.5
57

3.58
8.94
25.4
52.4

a

Positive and negative values defined for translation as +x, anterior; −x, posterior; +y, lateral; −y, medial; +z, superior; −z,
inferior; and rotation as +α, varus [adduction]; −α, valgus [abduction]; +β, flexion; −β, extension; +γ, internal rotation;
−γ, external rotation. Abbreviations: ACL, anterior cruciate ligament; LCL, lateral collateral ligament; MCL, medial collateral
ligament; PCL, posterior cruciate ligament. The reference is the tibia COM, oi (0,0,0).

and LCL lengths varied with tibiofemoral flexion angle over six DOF of the intact knee (Tables 1 and 2).
Between 0◦ and 90◦ flexion, the tibia predominantly internally rotated, the ACL length decreased, and
the PCL length increased. Between 0◦ and 90◦, the posterior tibial translation and MCL length increased.
Increased medial tibial translation was mainly observed between 0◦ to 90◦ when the length of the MCL
decreased. The ACL length increased with lateral tibial translations between 90◦ and 150◦ flexion, while
at the same time the superior translation of the tibia increased markedly. Therefore, the ligament length
changes cannot be distinguished based on the superior or inferior translations.
The PCL was longest, the MCL and ACL were shortest, and the tibia had the highest medial translation
at 90◦ flexion (Table 1). When the tibia was flexed from 0◦ to 30◦, it moved in valgus and internal rotation
with posterior, superior, and latero-medial translation (Tables 1 and 2). During these movements, the
ACL decreased by 20% and LCL decreased by 1.69% of their initial lengths, and the PCL increased by
3.64% and MCL increased by 0.23% (Table 2). Based on the ligament length increase, the PCL was the
first and the MCL was the second restraint from 0◦ to 30◦ flexion.
When the tibia was flexed from 60◦ to 90◦ , it moved in valgus and external rotation with superior,
medial, and posterior translation; in this flexion range, the ACL decreased by 4.75%, the MCL decreased
by 10.26%, the PCL increased by 3.35%, and the LCL increased by 1.08% (Table 2). When the tibia
was flexed from 90◦ to 120◦ , it moved in valgus and internal rotation with posterior, lateral, and superior
translation; the PCL decreased by 2.54% and the ACL (35.10%), LCL (11.95%), and MCL (20.70%)
increased. Between 120◦ and 150◦ flexion, the tibia moved in varus and external rotation with lateral,
anterior, and superior translation (Tables 1 and 2); the PCL (5.27%), LCL (11.35%), and MCL (14.37%)
decreased and the ACL increased by 15.03%.
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Table 2
Rate of knee joint ligament length and moment arm changes
0–30

Tibiofemoral flexion angle (◦ )
30–60
60–90
90–120

120–150

−20
3.64
−1.69
0.23

−16.58
6.43
−11.21
3.23

−4.75
3.35
1.08
−10.26

35.10
−2.54
11.95
20.7

15.03
−5.27
−11.35
−14.37

−66.75
507.89
−14.65
10.20

−20.83
−64.06
0.92
−1.05

213.39
418.87
−29.7
22.12

2.29
11.84
−2.59
−0.69

−46.56
−38.13
12.88
−8.07

Rate of parameter changes (%)
Rate of ligament length changes (%)
ACL
PCL
LCL
MCL
Rate of moment arm changes (%)
ACL
PCL
LCL
MCL

150

Table 3
Relationship between knee joint kinematics and ligament restraints
Tibiofemoral Main secondary
Main joint translation
Ligament restraints
Maximum moment
flexion
joint rotation
arm change
angle (◦ )
1st
2nd
1st
2nd
3rd
1st 2nd 3rd 4th
1st 2nd 3rd 4th
0 to 30
Internal Valgus Posterior Superior Medial
PCL MCL LCL ACL PCL LCL ACL MCL
30 to 60
Internal Valgus Posterior Superior Lateral
MCL PCL LCL ACL PCL ACL MCL LCL
60 to 90
External Valgus Superior Medial Posterior
PCL LCL ACL MCL PCL MCL LCL ACL
90 to 120
Internal Valgus Posterior Lateral Superior
MCL ACL LCL PCL
PCL LCL MCL ACL
120 to 150
External Varus
Lateral Anterior Superior
ACL PCL LCL MCL PCL MCL ACL LCL
Abbreviations: ACL, anterior cruciate ligament; LCL, lateral collateral ligament; MCL, medial collateral ligament; PCL, posterior cruciate ligament.

3.2. Moment arm
The ACL moment arm decreased by 66.77% between 0◦ and 30◦ and 20.83% between 30◦ and 60◦
flexion. The moment arm increased by 213.39% between 60◦ and 120◦ and by 2.29% between 90◦ and
120◦, and decreased by 46.56% between 120◦ and 150◦ (Table 2). The PCL moment arm increased
between 0◦ and 30◦ and 60◦ and 90◦ flexion by 507.89% and 418.87%, respectively. The PCL moment
arm decreased between 30◦ and 60◦ and 120◦ and 150◦ by 64.06% and 38.13%, respectively. The MCL
moment arm increased between 0◦ and 90◦ flexion and decreased between 90◦ and 150◦ flexion.
The LCL moment arm decreased by 14.65% between 0◦ and 30◦ and slightly increased by 0.92%
between 30◦ and 60◦ . Between 60◦ and 90◦ flexion, the LCL moment arm decreased. The MCL and
LCL moment arm changes were inversely proportional, while the MCL and PCL moment arm changes
were proportional. The LCL moment arm changes were opposite to the PCL moment arm changes.
Between 90◦ and 120◦ , the MCL and PCL moment arms were maximum and the LCL minimum. While
the MCL, ACL, and PCL moment arms peaked between 60◦ and 150◦, the LCL moment arm was lowest
within this flexion angle range.
These findings suggest that each ligament has different moment arm changes between knee joint
angles (Table 3) that directly affect the contribution of the ligaments to joint stability.
4. Discussion
In this study, we detail ligament length and moment arm correlations over six DOF of knee joint kinematics. These data could be used to help diagnose ligament injuries and treat ACL, PCL, MCL, and LCL
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ligaments during total knee arthroplasty and advocate the use of modeling based on multibody dynamics
to predict knee joint behavior. Detailed characterization of ligament length changes over a wide range
of knee motion may help improve tissue and joint diagnosis and treatment. For instance, in ligament
reconstruction surgery, the ligament insertion point selected may affect the contribution of the ligament
to joint torque during motion, and changing the direction of the ligament line of action may change its
angular relationship to the moment arm and affect torque. A few previous studies have used experimental and mathematical models to evaluate ligament line of action and moment arm correlations, mostly
with respect to changes in the knee muscle moment arms [13,14,30,31]. Our findings on ACL, PCL,
LCL, and MCL moment arm trajectories are consistent with data from a previous cadaver study [14],
and a previous theoretical study that predicted the trajectories of moment arm changes for the major
knee ligaments were also similar [13].
The ACL length changes observed during knee motion corroborated previous findings that the lengths
of the over-the-top single bundle (OT-SB), anatomical single bundle (ANA-SB) and anteromedial (AM)
and posterolateral (PL) bundles of the ACL decrease between 0◦ and 90◦ and increase between 90◦
and 120◦ flexion [32]. In terms of the magnitudes of ACL length changes, these were found to be 10%
different on average between the lengths of the AM bundle and the single-bundle ACL modeled in this
study. The anterior, intermediate, and posterior fibers of the ACL have also been shown to change as a
percentage of their reference lengths, similar to the results presented here [33].
The length changes of the anterolateral and posteromedial bundles of the PCL have previously been
reported [34,35]. The reported anterolateral bundle length change pattern was similar to the singlebundle PCL length change reported here (32.41 mm to 36.01 mm with increasing knee flexion angle
from 0◦ to 120◦). In an in vivo study, Park et al. [36] demonstrated LCL length changes from 36.02 mm
to 31.78 mm between 0◦ and 90◦ flexion, similar to our results.
By calculating the rates of ligament length changes over six DOF we could correlate the ligament
restraints based on joint translation and rotation (Table 3). At each dominant translation and rotation, the
restraining contribution of the ligaments was determined with the total increase in length. Our restraint
data on the ACL are consistent with previous results showing that the ACL does not provide resistance
to internal tibial rotation, especially at smaller flexion angles [37]. In the present study, when tibial
internal rotation was the dominant rotation between 0◦ and 60◦ flexion, the ACL was the least restraining
ligament with a 18.29% length decrease. With internal and valgus rotation of the tibia between 0◦ and 30◦
and 90◦ and 120◦ flexion, the MCL was the main ligament restraint with a 11.96% increase. However,
the LCL became the second restraining ligament (1.08% increase) when the tibia performed external
rotation between 60◦ and 90◦ flexion. Therefore, internal-external rotation is dominant in intact knee
motion and involves contributions from both the MCL and LCL.
This study has some limitations. A major limitation was the time cost associated with obtaining the
surface data and manipulating it for import and analysis. For model simplicity, muscles and tendons were
not included, even though they might be expected to contribute to stability and decrease the contribution
of the ligaments to stability. This omission would not be expected to change the rate of the length
changes of the ligaments at each flexion angle, but might change the position of the center of rotation
and, therefore, the moment arm and length of the ligaments during articulation; the effects of muscles
could be included in future studies. Furthermore, knee joint ligaments were only modeled as linear
elastic single-bundle tissues; future studies could employ more sophisticated material models.
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5. Conclusions
Here, we model the restraining function of each knee joint ligament during motion based on the
change in ligament lengths during tibial translations and rotations based on tibial flexion. Understanding
the correlation between the ligament length and moment arm changes of each ligament during six DOF
of knee motion will help improve our understanding of joint kinematics and may therefore be useful in
the diagnosis and treatment of sports injuries.
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